
ENGLISH LITERATURE CRITICAL ESSAYS

The surviving remains of Old English literature are the flotsam and jetsam of a vanished world, manuscripts and
fragments of texts divorced from their original.

A high priest of the god Art? These themes recur in these es- says because they recur in the texts we read, and
because they are, perhaps, the fundamental questions of all literary history: who are these people who wrote
these books? For reflections on this topic in Beowulf, see John D. Does your writing sometimes lack structure
and style? Doane and C. The poem is marked by its strong parallels and repetitions within sections and by
equally strong shifts in tone from one section to another. This part of the paper should not be very long.
Garmonsway London, , 62â€” Devotion to the cross, the physical memorial of the passion of Christ, was an
important aspect of the early me- dieval church, arising from the finding of the relic of the True Cross in
Jerusalem in the early fourth century: venerating the wood of the cross was part of the liturgy of Good Friday;
relics of the cross were enclosed in gilded shrines which no doubt resembled the jeweled speaker of the Dream
of the Rood; large standing stone crosses like the Ruthwell Cross were gath- ering points, boundary markers,
and preaching posts. Fry offers in this welcome book a guided tour of the main trends in twentieth-century
literary theory. Beal and Philip A. If you spend too much time on reconstruction and not enough on criticism,
you will not score very well on the essay. This text covers everything a student needs to know about writing
essays and papers Kiernan reminds us that Bede does not include the poem in his Latin Historia Ecclesiastica;
he offers only a paraphrase of a few opening lines. However, if you are analyzing the author's method of
writing, i. This work of mapping Old English literature is immeasurably assisted by the perspectives offered
by contemporary literary criticism. Disagreements over the goals and methods of literary criticism, which
characterized both sides taken by critics during the "rise" of theory, have declined. For many modern readers it
is not easy to enter the imaginative world of an Anglo-Saxon religious poem like The Dream of the Rood. In
this wise and irresistibly quotable book, And as one becomes familiar with the surviving manuscripts and
texts, a rough outline begins to appear; one notices certain predilictions and pre- occupations, certain gaps and
omissions, certain recurring themes and striking evasionsâ€”the note of sadness for time past, for example,
reverber- ating as a kind of continuo underneath the theme of stability in heaven, or the praise for the
asceticism of the monastic life sounding a low descant against the celebration of community and memory in
poetic performance. It offers a fresh, distinctive and beautifully written synthesis of the discipline. Moreover,
the text of the English poem is less fixed, more subject to variation by copyists, more likely to differ in design
or wording from other copiesâ€”the Latin is a bound text, the English a fluid work. For examples of
Anglo-Saxonists engaged in contemporary theory, see the es- says in Allen Frantzen, ed. This section should
clearly identify the title, author, and kind of writing you are analyzing. Charters and other pieces of
documentary evidence, as Kelly presents them, preserve the outlines of social interac- tions and situated uses
of written language, and in their remains we may discern the history of a developing reliance on records and
texts. Here, he contributes a new epilogue to his collection of classic lectures on the relationship of fiction to
age-old concepts of apocalyptic chaos and crisis. Some essays provide a historical frame- work for general
reading, while others discuss a single text in some detail. If you include it at the beginning of each body
paragraph, you should state the author's presentation briefly, then present your own analysis of it. Earl R.
What were they trying to say, and to whom? What lesson beyond the proper conjugation of the verb loqui does
it teach? See, for example, Daniel G. Likewise the practices of medieval religionâ€”more important, it may be
argued, than its theologyâ€”are unknown or misunderstood.


